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Constrained Coding for Binary Channels
with High Intersymbol Interference
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Abstract Partial-response (PR) signalling is used to
model communications channels with intersymbol interference (ISI) such as the magnetic recording channel and the
copper wire channel for digital subscriber lines. Coding for
improving noise immunity in higher-order partial response
channels,2 such as3 the \extended" class-4 channels denoted
EPR4, E PR4, E PR4, has become an important subject as
the linear densities in magnetic recording approach those at
which these partial-response channels are the best models
of real channels. In this paper, we consider partial-response
channels for which ISI is so severe that the channels fail
to achieve the matched- lter-bound (MFB) for symbol error rate, assuming maximum likelihood decoding. We show
that their performance can be improved to the MFB by high
rate codes based on constrained systems, some of which may
even simplify the Viterbi detectors relative to the uncoded
channels. We present
several examples of high-rate constrained codes for E2 PR4 and E3 PR4 channels and evaluate
their performance by simulation.
Keywords Constrained coding, magnetic recording, partial response.
I. Introduction

Partial response (PR) signalling is used to model communications channels with intersymbol interference (ISI)
such as the magnetic recording channel and the copper
wire channel for digital subscriber lines. This paper is
mainly concerned with high-density, binary-input, magnetic recording systems. Partial response channels with
the transfer function of the form hN (D) = (1 , D)(1 +
D)N ; N  1, have been shown to closely match magnetic
recording channels for a range of linear recording densities [59]. Detectors for these channels, known as PRML
detectors, employ PR equalization followed by maximum
likelihood (ML) sequence detection matched to the equalized channel. Most of the original generation of commercially available PRML detectors employed equalization to
the PR4 channel (N = 1) and the Viterbi ML detection
matched to this channel with additive white Gaussian noise
[63],[56]. At higher linear densities, the channel transfer function changes and the PR4 equalization alters the
spectral density of the noise by enhancing the high frequency components. It has been shown analytically [51]
and by simulation [47], that this in turn causes a loss
in performance of the Viterbi detector, which is an optimal algorithm in the case of white noise. This loss is
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ization loss a PR polynomial hN (D) that more closely
matches the channel should be chosen as the equalization
target. For current linear recording densities the appropriate choice is (1 , D)(1 + D)2 or EPR4, and at higher
densities (1 , D)(1 + D)3 or E2 PR4 becomes better. Future systems may incorporate E3PR4 equalization, which
corresponds to (1 , D)(1 + D)4 . This paper is particularly
concerned with systems using E2 PR4 and E3 PR4.
The general problem of coding for binary-input constrained PR channels has been approached in several ways.
One approach, initiated by Wolf and Ungerboeck in [66],
uses error-control codes with good Hamming distance on a
precoded channel. (A related technique, employing a channel post-coder, was presented by Calderbank, Heegard, and
Lee [14].) This approach was justi ed by showing that the
minimum squared-Euclidean distance of a code on a precoded ISI channel of the form (1  DN ) is lower bounded by
its minimum Hamming distance. Codes with good Hamming distance are known and can be found in numerous
tables available in the literature, as for example in Lin and
Costello [30, pp. 331]. Hole [20] and Hole and Ytrehus
[21] have re ned this technique and found codes with improved properties and reduced detector complexity for the
precoded PR4 channel.
A second approach, as described by Karabed and Siegel
in [25], is to use codes with spectral nulls at the frequencies
of the spectral nulls of the channel. This design approach
was justi ed by showing that matching of the code and
the channel spectral nulls provides a substantial increase
in the minimum Euclidean distance for an important class
of partial response channels. These codes are known as
matched spectral null (MSN) codes.
Several approaches were proposed for simpli ed decoding
of MSN codes on the PR4 channel. Knudson et al. [28] introduced a form of concatenated detection for MSN-coded
PR4, sometimes referred to as post-processing. (A related
form of post-processing was applied to EPR4 detection by
Wood [68] and Knudson [16].) Fredrickson et al. [18] and
Mittelholzer et al. [37] developed MSN codes and related
codes with decoders characterized by time-varying trellis
structures. Another approach to simpli cation of MSN encoders and decoders on the PR4 channel was also recently
proposed by Soljanin in [53],[54].
Based upon these techniques, a number of proposals for
performance-improving codes for the PR4 channel have
been made, and VLSI prototypes of MSN codes, in particular, have been experimentally evaluated [46],[13]. However, none has yet been incorporated widely into commercial magnetic recording systems. The primary reason has
been the continuing emphasis in the disk storage industry
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upon increasing the linear density (i.e., the density along
recorded tracks). As mentioned above, this has led to the
introduction of EPR4 equalization, as well as to the use of
rate 16/17, (0; G=I ) constrained codes. For trellis-coded
PR4 systems, which, for reasons of complexity, would be
limited to a rate 8/9 code, the gain in minimum distance
is generally o set by the equalization loss at these higher
linear densities; see, for example, [47], [9].
Although MSN codes are in principle applicable to
higher-order partial response channels, the complexity of
the encoding and decoding functions, as well as that of the
Viterbi detector, present even more of an obstacle than in
the case of the dicode or PR4 channels. Therefore, alternative approaches to designing, implementing, and detecting
MSN codes have been proposed.
For example, Soljanin and Agazzi [55] described an MSN
coding scheme for the EPR4 channel that was closely related to the MSN coding scheme proposed by Knudson,
et al. for the dicode and PR4 channels [28]. The system used interleaved encoding of balanced codewords to
generate spectral nulls at zero frequency and the Nyquist
frequency. The concatenated decoder comprised an EPR4
Viterbi detector, followed by a \post-processor" designed
to detect and correct the most probable errors producing
violations of the spectral null conditions in the detected
codewords. This suboptimal scheme allows much simpler
implementation of the detector with negligible performance
loss.
Despite these advances, there remained major obstacles
to deploying trellis-coded PRML systems based upon these
code design approaches. The purpose of this paper is to
present the details of an alternative approach to designing distance-enhancing, constrained codes for higher-order
PR channels, as outlined in [26],[51], [49], and [52]. The
design methodology nds its motivation in the properties
of the well-known (d; k) = (1; 1) constraint. Wood [67]
observed that a (d; k) = (1; k) code increased the minimum squared-Euclidean distance of the partial response
class 2 (PR2) constraint, corresponding to the PR polynomial h(D) = (1 + D)2 ; by a factor of 1.5. In [6], Behrens
and Armstrong observed that the (d; k) = (1; 7) constraint
increased the minimum squared-Euclidean distance on the
E2 PR4 channel by a factor of 2.5. Moerover, incorporating the (d; k) = (1; 1) constraint into the detector trellis
actually reduced the required number of trellis states.
Karabed and Siegel [26] recognized that the distanceenhancing properties of the (1; 1) constraint on the E2 PR4
channel could be explained by means of a characterization of the channel input error sequences that generated
output error events with small Euclidean distance. Using such a characterization, they identi ed a family of
constraints with the same distance enhancing properties
as the (d; k) = (1; 1) constraint, but with substantially
higher capacity. The constraints were de ned by specifying a \forbidden list" F of code strings whose omission
ensured that the small distance error events would never
occur. In particular, the constraint with F = f101g; designated by Xf101g , had Shannon capacity C  0:8113, per-

mitting the design of a rate 4/5 sliding-block code that
provided substantially the same performance improvement
on the E2 PR4 channel as the rate 2/3 (1,7) code. The constraint also reduced the number of detector states relative
to uncoded E2 PR4, although not to the same extent as the
(d; k) = (1; 1) constraint.
(McEwen and Wolf [36] extended the code design in [6] in
a di erent direction. They designed (1; k) codes for E2 PR4
with squared distance 18 by using the modulo-N construction { a variation of MSN codes { introduced by Fredrickson [17].)
Soljanin [51] investigated on-track and o -track distance
properties of PR4, EPR4, and E2 PR4 channels, observing independently that the on-track and o -track performance could be improved by constraining the inputs to
prevent the occurrence of dominant input error sequences.
In particular, Soljanin showed that a code which limited
the number of consecutive transitions in the recorded sequence to at most three, such as the binary complement
of the tape-industry standard rate 8/9 (0,3) code [44] provided o -track performance gains on the EPR4 channel.
She also demonstrated that the (1; 1) constraint, by limiting to one the number of consecutive transitions to one, also
improved the o -track performance of the E2 PR4 channel.
Building upon the results in [26] and [51], this paper provides the details of a general framework for constructing
distance-enhancing codes for ISI channels, with a particular emphasis upon higher-order partial-response channels,
as outlined in [49],[52]. Conceptually, the proposed code
design technique involves the following steps: (a) Determine the set of input error sequences , E , corresponding to
the most probable error events for the speci ed ISI channel; (b) Determine a system of constrained sequences, C ,
such that the di erence between any two sequences in C
does not belong to E ; (c) Construct an ecient, practical
encoder and decoder for this constraint; and (d) Design a
sequence detector incorporating the channel and code constraints.
The previously described MSN and runlength-limited
trellis coding techniques fall within this framework, although steps (a) and (b), and the broader classes of
distance-enhancing constraints they reveal, were not explicitly carried out. When the proposed approach is applied to the E2 PR4 and higher-order channels, it is particularly e ective, because these channels possess a property
that simpli es the design of high-rate, distance-enhancing
codes, as we now brie y describe.
The minimum (merged) distance of the uncoded binary
channel with transfer function h(D) is de ned by

d2<> = min(D)6=0 kh(D)(D)k2 ;
where (D) = li,=01 i Di , i 2 f,1; 0; 1g, 0 = 1, l,1 6= 0,
is the polynomial corresponding to a normalized input error
sequence  = fi gli,=01 of length l < 1, and the squared
norm of a polynomial is de ned as the sum of its squared
coecients. The minimum distance is bounded from above
by kh(D)k2 , the energy in the channel impulse response.
P
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This quantity is the signal energy at the output of a lter recently been re ned and applied to more extensive charmatched to the channel impulse response. The inequality acterization of error events for high-order partial-response
channels [2], [3], [4].)
d2<>  kh(D)k2
(1)
In Section IV, we discuss the problem of identifying
distance-enhancing constraints from the error event characis therefore known as the matched- lter bound (MFB), and terization, as well as the design of constrained codes, with
we will denote the upper bound by
particular attention to the E2 PR4 and E3 PR4 channels.
The distance-enhancing properties of previously developed
d2MFB def
= kh(D)k2 :
performance-improving codes are discussed. We then describe several new classes of constraints based upon lists of
When (1) is satis ed with equality, we say that the channel forbidden input error sequences and corresponding lists of
achieves the MFB. This occurs when the error sequence of forbidden channel input sequences. Among these are timelength l = 1, i.e., (D) = 1, is in the set
varying forbidden lists that permit the design of ecient
high-rate encoders. We also describe the close connections
arg min(D)6=0 kh(D)(D)k2 :
(2) to the recent, independent results of Moon and Brickner
on maximum-transition-run (MTR) codes and Bliss [8],
For the E2PR4 and higher-order partial-response channels, [42]
[9]
on
the \Tribit Mod 2" constraint. Finally, we address
2
2
the inequality in (1) is strict, dmin < kh(D)k . We say practical
issues pertaining to encoder and decoder design,
that they fail to achieve the MFB. For these channels, one detector structure,
and error probability performance. Seccan construct distance-enhancing constrained codes that tion VI provides a brief
of relevant concepts and
increase the minimum distance to the MFB, preventing the results from the theory ofsummary
constrained
systems and codes.
occurrence of error sequences (D) for which

d2<>  kh(D)(D)k2 < kh(D)k2 :

(3)

In fact, the constraint can achieve the distance gain by
precluding speci ed error strings that have length l  2. If
the set of forbidden error strings is nite, then it is a relatively straightforward task to identify distance-enhancing
\forbidden-list" constraints and to construct practical, ecient codes using, for example, the state splitting algorithm
of Adler, Coppersmith, and Hassner [1], as was done in [26].
Moreover, as illustrated by the (d; k) = (1; 1) and
Xf101g constraints, when the channel itself has large memory, the memory of the constraint needed to remove the
forbidden strings may be comparable to, or smaller than,
the channel memory. This implies that the complexity of
a maximum-likelihood sequence detector trellis will be on
the order of, or even smaller than, that of the uncoded
channel.
In the remainder of this paper, the details and applications of this code design methodology are presented. Section II presents the models for higher-order class-4 partialresponse channels and a summary of their error-probability
performance, under the standard, simplifying assumption
of additive, white Gaussian noise. Section III is concerned
with the analysis of distance properties of ISI channels, in
particular of E2PR4 and E3 PR4 channels. We refer to the
procedure of determining the input error sequences corresponding to speci ed channel output distances as \distance
properties analysis" or \error-event characterization." We
will illustrate two approaches to this procedure. The rst,
an analytic approach, makes use of the spectral properties of the channel transfer function and moment conditions that are consequently satis ed by the channel output
sequences. The second approach [7], [62] uses a modi ed
form of the channel error-state diagram [61] and a bounded
depth search algorithm that is readily amenable to computer implementation. (This computational algorithm has

II. The ISI Channel

A. Basic Channel Model
We consider a discrete-time model for the magnetic
recording channel with possibly constrained input a =
fan g 2 C  f,1; 1g1, impulse response fhng, and output y = fyng given by

p

yn = E
P

X

m

am hn,m + n ;

(4)

n
3 2
where h(D
n hn D = (1 , D)(1 + D) (E PR4) or
P) =
h(D) = n hn = (1 , D)(1 + D)4 (E3 PR4), n are independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and
variance 2 , and E is a constant related to the output
voltage amplitude. The quantity E=2 is referred to as the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per track. We refer to the symbol set f0; 1g as the binary alphabet, and the symbol set
f1; ,1g as the bipolar alphabet. For simplicity of notation,
we shall sometimes use ,to denote ,1, and + to denote 1.
The optimal detector for channel (4) performs maximum
likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) over C , i.e., it determines an ab 2 C satisfying

min
(a) = (ab );
a2C

(5)

where (a) is the well known log-likelihood function for
channels with intersymbol interference [45, pp. 548{554],
(a) =

X

n

yn

X

m

p

2
XX
am hn,m , 2E
am hn,m :

n

m

The search for an ab 2 C satisfying (5) is performed by
means of a Viterbi detector whose complexity depends on
the channel impulse response fhn g and the code constraint
C . The complexity is re ected in the detector trellis structure, whose characteristics we discuss below.
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B. Graph Representation of ISI Channels
The input-output relationship for the PR channel with
system polynomial hN (D) = (1 , D)(1 + D)N , N  1, is
given by a graph we will denote by GN .
The states V (GN ) correspond to the length-(N + 1)
channel memory determined by the previous N + 1 input
bits, ai,1 ; : : : ; ai,(N +1) : An edge e is de ned by an initial state (e) = ai,1 ; : : : ; ai,(N +1) and a terminal state
 (e) = ai ; ai,1 ; : : : ; ai,N that is determined by a next input bit ai . The input/output edge labels, denoted ai =yi ,
represent the input ai and the corresponding channel output symbol yi , given by

yi =

NX
+1  
N
k=0





N
k , k , 1 ai,k :

(6)

(We will on occasion use the same designation for a graph
with input/output edge labels as for the same graph with
output edge labels only. The meaning will be clear from
the context.)
Let YN denote the constrained system consisting of all
output sequences produced by the paths corresponding to
walks along the graph GN . The graph GN with edges labeled by channel output symbols is the Shannon cover for
YN , which, as de ned in Section VI, is the deterministic
presentation of YN with the minimal number of states. In
fact, no graph representation of YN has fewer states. For
this reason, Viterbi detection for these channels generally
will use the trellis derived from GN , a trellis that can be
justi ably referred to as the minimum-complexity trellis for
YN .
An important property of the system YN is that it is
almost- nite-type (AFT), but not nite-type (FT), as dened in Section VI. This is re ected in the Shannon cover
by the existence of bi-in nite sequences that are generated
by more than one distinct path. These sequences are often referred to as quasicatastrophic sequences [25]. The
e ect of these sequences on Viterbi detector performance
in the presence of nite path memory in the detector will
be discussed in the next subsection. The following results
characterize these sequences and the paths in GN that generate them.
Lemma II.1: Let a = fang and a = fa0n g, a 6= a, be
input sequences over the bipolar alphabet with normalized
error sequence  = fn g, n = (an , a0n )=2. Then a and a
produce the same output sequence y; that is,   h = 0, if
and only if, for all n 2 Z,
0 = 2n
(7)
1 = 2n+1 :
(8)
Proof: The conditions in equations (7) and (8) are
clearly sucient. To prove necessity, note that the sequence  must be periodic [25]. Since the frequency response HN (f ) of the ISI channel hN (D) satis es HN (f ) 6=
0 for f 6= n, n 2 Z, it follows that the transform E (f ) of 
can be nonzero only for these frequencies. In other words,
X
E (f ) = E0 (f , 2n) + E1 (f , (2n + 1)):
0

0

0

n2Z

Thus, the period of  must be a divisor of 2, so  has period
1 or 2. Conditions (7) and (8) follow.
Remark: As pointed out by an anonymous referee, this
result can also be proved by an induction on N . Generalizations of this result to other channel polynomials are
considered in [3],[4].
Corollary II.2: For all N  1, the non-zero, bi-in nite
error sequences annihilated by the channel lter hN (D) are
8
<  : : : 111 : : :
 : : : 1010 : : :
=
:
 : : : 1 , 11 , 1 : : :
Proof: The result follows directly from Lemma II.1.
The set of sequences identi ed in the corollary, which can
be regarded as the kernel of the mapping on error input sequences induced by the channel, will be denoted Kf0;1g .
We can now identify the quasicatastrophic sequences QN
in the channel output YN , as well as the channel input sequences, which we denote IQN , that generate them. This
is accomplished by determining bipolar input pairs a and
a such that a = a + 2, for some input error sequence
 2 Kf0;1g .
Proposition II.3: The quasicatastrophic sequences QN
in GN are generated by the set of bipolar input sequences
IQN of the form
a =  : : : 1z0 1z1 1z2 1 : : : ;
where the interleaved bipolar sequence z = fzn g may be
chosen arbitrarily.
Proof: The proof follows immediately from Corollary II.2 and the restriction that the sequences a and a0 be
bipolar.
Remarks: (a) The set IQN is independent of N , for N  1.
(b) The all-0's output sequence y = : : : 000 : : : quasicatastrophic in GN , and is generated by the input sequences
a =  : : : 1 , 11 , 1 : : : and the period-2 input sequences
a =  : : : 1111 : : : . (c) The Interleaved NRZI (INRZI)
precoded (0; G=I ) constraints [34] eliminate all of the sequences in IQN , and therefore prevent the generation of
quasicatastrophic outputs from the channels hN (D).
C. Constrained-Input ISI Channel Model
We now extend the results on quasicatastrophic sequences to input-restricted PR channels, where the channel inputs must belong to a constrained system C . Let C
be a constrained system over the bipolar alphabet, with
Shannon cover G(C ). (See Section VI for the de nition of
the Shannon cover.) Let YN (C ) be the constrained system
of output sequences produced by the channel lter hN (D)
when inputs belong to C .
The Shannon cover of YN (C ), which we denote GN (C ),
is obtained as follows. First, de ne a labeled graph H with
states
V (H) = f(s; a0 ; a1 ; : : : ; aN )g
and edges
E (H) = f(s; a0; a1 ; : : : ; aN ) ! (t; a1 ; : : : ; aN +1 )g;
0

0
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where s; t are states in G(C ), the sequence a0 ; : : : ; aN is
generated by a path in G(C ) that terminates in the state s,
and t is a state in G(C ), and there is an edge s ! t with
label aN +1 in G(C ). The label y(e) associated with edge e
is the appropriate output from the channel hN (D), given
by
NX
+1  
N
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1

0

1

1

,1

1

2

,1

3

,1

Fig. 1. Shannon cover for RDS-constrained system.

, k N, 1 aN +1,k :
Consider the dicode channel lter h0 (D) = 1 , D, for
k
k=0
which y = f0g, the all-0's sequence, is the only quasiThe resulting graph is deterministic (h0 = 1), irreducible, catastrophic output sequence. The Shannon cover G(C ) of
y(e) =

and has outdegree no more than 2 at any state. It is possible that it is not reduced, however; that is, there may be
states with identical follower sets. If this is the case, one
simply merges states having identical follower sets until a
reduced, deterministic graph is obtained. This will be the
Shannon cover GN (C ) of YN (C ) .
Let QN (C ) denote the quasicatastrophic sequences in
GN (C ), and let IQN (C ) denote the constrained input sequences that generate them. The following proposition establishes a relationship between these sequences and their
counterparts in the uncoded channel, when C is FT.
Proposition II.4: Let C be a FT constrained system.
Then,
QN (C )  QN ;
(9)
and
IQN (C )  IQ:
(10)
Proof: If C is FT with memory M , and if M , 1  N ,
then GN contains a subgraph that is labeled-graph isomorphic to GN (C ); that is
GN (C )  GN :
(11)
This follows from the fact that each state of GN is represented by a unique binary N + 1 block, and each edge corresponds to a unique binary block of length N + 2. Therefore, forbidding a block of length l  M + 1 < N + 2
will eliminate those states containing the forbidden block,
along with their incoming and outgoing edges, whereas forbidding a block of length l = N + 2 eliminates the corresponding edge from GN . From this relationship of Shannon
covers, we can immediately conclude that, for this case, the
claimed inclusion relationships 9 and 10 hold.
In fact, these inclusion relationships hold even when
M , 1 > N , although the inclusion (11) does not necessarily hold. To see this, note that each constrained input
sequence is represented by a unique path in H and, consequently, in GN (C ). Therefore, any pair of paths in GN (C )
that generate the same output label sequence must correspond to distinct input sequences a; b 2 C , whose di erence
 = (a , b)=2 satis es   hN = 0. The result now follows
from Proposition II.3.
Remark: If C is AFT, but not FT, the quasicatastrophic
sequences QN (C ) and their preimages IQ(C ) need not satisfy the conditions stated above. For example, let C be
the charge-constrained system with running-digital-sums
(RDS) restricted to 4 values. The Shannon cover is shown
in Fig. 1

the output sequences produced by this channel with inputs
constrained to C is shown in Fig. 2. The quasicatastrophic
0

2,

,2

,2

2
3+

0

1,

0

,2

2
2+

0,

0

2
1+

Fig. 2. Shannon cover G0 (C )for RDS-constrained dicode (1 , D)
system.

sequences in Y0 (C ) are generated by the set of input sequences corresponding to paths in G(C ) that visit only a
proper subset of states. Since some of these quasicatastrophic sequences are non-zero, neither of the inclusion relationships (9) and (10) hold.
D. Distance Measures and Error-Probability
Given two channel output sequences, y1 and y2 , the normalized squared Euclidean distance is given by
4
d2 (y1 ; y2 ) =

X

i



(y1;i , y2;i )=2 2

which is taken to be 1 if the sum is unbounded. The
quantity d2 (y1 ; y2 ) can be expressed in terms of the inputs
a1 and a2 that generate y1 and y2 via the relationship
,

d2 (y1 ; y2 ) = d2 (y1 , y2); 0
= d2 ((a1 , a2)  h; 0)
We can therefore characterize the error events in terms of
the corresponding normalized input error sequences  =
(a1 , a2)=2.
The classi cation of error events involves two notions of
distance. Both are relevant to the evaluation of the performance of a sequence detector which applies the Viterbi
algorithm on a trellis derived from an output-labeled graph
G that is deterministic and reduced, such as the Shannon
cover graph.
Given a pair of right semi-in nite output sequences y1
and y2 that are generated by paths in G that diverge from
a common state s at time i, the normalized output error
sequence w = (y1 , y2 )=2 is called a closed event if the
paths remerge at some later time j , and remain identical
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beyond time j . On the other hand, the error sequence
w(D) is called an open event if there exists a sequence of
times tk ; k  1 with tk+1 > tk such that the paths di er at
times tk , for all k. Let Wclosed be the set of closed events,
Wopen be the set of open events, and W = Wclosed [ Wopen
be their union. Then we de ne the minimum merged event
squared-distance

d2<> (G) = w=y ,min
d2 (y1 ; y2 )
1 y2 2Wclosed
and the minimum event squared-distance

d2< (G) = w=ymin
d2 (y1 ; y2):
1 ,y2 2W
It follows from these de nitions that d2< (G)  d2<> (G)[25].
Now, let a1 = fa1;n g and a2 = fa2;ng be two allowable
sequences in a constrained system C , and let  = fn =
(a1;n , a2;n )=2g be their normalized error sequence. We
de ne the set of all admissible non-zero error sequences,

E (C ) = f 2 f,1; 0; 1g1j
=
6 0;  = (a1 , a2 )=2; a; b 2 Cg : (12)
Similarly, if C  is a constrained system properly contained
in C , the set of all error sequences where at least one of a1
and a2 belongs to C  is given by
E (C ; C  ) = f 2 f,1; 0; 1g1j =6 0;  = (a1 , a2)=2;
a1 ; a2 2 C ; with a1 2 C  or a2 2 C  g : (13)
This set of error sequences is relevant when the image of an
encoder into C is a proper subset C , but the detector structure is derived from GN (C ). If we restrict the sequences a1
and a2 to di er in only a nite number of positions, we
denote the corresponding sets of input error sequences by
Eclosed(C ) and Eclosed(C ; C  ).
Let d2 () be the normalized squared-Euclidean distance
between the channel outputs generated by a and b, given
by
2
XX
d2 () =
m hn,m :

merged event distances d2<> (GN (C ))=d2<> (GN ) as the coding gain of code C over the uncoded channel hN (D).
In Section IV, we will impose nite-type constraints to
eliminate all closed events  with d2 () < d2MFB , implying
that d2<> (GN (C )) = d2MFB , where dMFB is de ned by (1).
We then construct nite-state encoders with nite-type image C   C , providing the desired coding gain. However,
a consequence of the presence of the quasicatastrophic sequences in G3 and G4 is the existence of open error events 
with d2 () < d2MFB . One way to eliminate the open events
would be to demand that the constraint C satisfy

C \ IQ = :
Alternatively, the constraint can satisfy the weaker condition that d< (GN (C )) = dMFB . Yet another approach is to
construct the code C  so that d()  dMFB , for all events
 2 E (C ; C  ). This can be accomplished, for example, by
imposing the even stronger condition

C  \ IQ = :
These approaches are illustrated by examples in Section IV.
Another parameter of interest, particularly in the context of a recording system that uses an outer algebraic
error-correcting code, is the maximum length of a burst error due to a minimum merged distance error event. More
precisely, let a and b be channel input sequences. If there
exist integers i1  i2 such that ai 6= bi for i = i1 and i = i2 ,
while ai = bi for i < i1 and for i > i2 , we de ne their
span, span(a; b) = i2 , i1 + 1: For an input-constrained
channel presented by G = GN (C ), the quantity of interest is obtained by maximizing span(a; b) over the set of
all pairs a; b 2 C whose normalized di erence  satisi es
d2 () = d2<> (G). If a code C   C is used, then the maximization can be restricted to the set of all pairs a; b 2 C
where at least one of the sequences is constrained to belong
to C  .
III. Distance Properties of ISI Channels

In this section, we analyze distance properties of two
channels of practical interest, E2 PR4 and E3 PR4. In SecNote that, for the constrained channel represented by tion III-A, we use analytic methods to characterize closed
GN (C ),
error events  in G3 and G4 with d2 () < d2MFB . The chard2<> (GN (C )) = 2Emin (C) d2 ()
acterization is complete for G3 . For G4 , it is only partial; nevertheless, it suces to de ne a class of distanceand
enhancing constraints in Section IV. In Section III-B, we
d2< (GN (C )) = min
d2 ():
develop and apply a nite-depth search algorithm on the
2E (C)
error-state diagram to completely characterize open events
At moderate-to-high signal-to-noise ratios, the parameter with d2 () < d2 for G3 , as well as to characterize closed
d<> (GN (C )) is the measure of minimum distance that de- events with d(MFB
) = dMFB for this channel.
termines, up to a constant factor, the average probability of
an error event in the ML detector, Pevent , when substituted A. Analytic Derivations
for dmin in the well-known approximation:
To examine distance properties of channels, it is ofp 
,
ten
advantageous to work in the transform domain where
Pevent  Nmin Q dmin SNR :
each
fsn g has a corresponding function s(D) =
P sequence
n
Here Nmin is the error coecient and Q(x) is the coms
D
.
We
recall from the Introduction that the minin n
plementary error function. We often refer to the ratio of mum merged squared-distance of the uncoded channel with
n

m

closed
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transfer function hN (D) can be expressed as

d2<> (GN ) = (min
kh (D)(D)k2 ;
D)6=0 N
where (D) = li,=01 i Di , i 2 f,1; 0; 1g, 0 = 1, l,1 6=
0, is the polynomial corresponding to a normalized error
sequence  = fi gli,=01 of length l.
It is known that d<> (G3 )2 = 6 for the E2PR4 channel,
and this is attained for the input error event (D) = 1,D +
D2 . It is also known that d<> (G4 )2 = 12 for the E3 PR4
channel, and this likewise attained for (D) = 1 , D +
D2 [60]. Therefore, neither of these channels achieves the
MFB. Recall that the MFB is determined by (D) = 1; for
which k(1,D)(1+D)31k2 = 10 and k(1,D)(1+D)4 1k2 =
28.
A.1 The E2 PR4 Channel
Since k(1 , D)(1+ D)3  1k2 = 10, we need to nd all error
polynomials (D) for which k(1 , D)(1 + D)3 (D)k2 = 6,
as well as all error polynomials (D) for which k(1 , D)(1+
D)3 (D)k2 = 8. We consider the polynomial y(D) = (1 ,
D)(1+D)3 (D) = (1+2D,2D3 ,D4 )(1+1 D+2 D2 +  +
l,3 Dl,3 + l,2 Dl,2 + l,1 Dl,1 ). It is easy to check that
for all input error sequences of length l  2, ky(D)k2  10.
For error sequences of length l  3, the polynomial y(D) is
of the form
P

y(D) =

1 + (1 + 2)D + (2 + 21 )D2 + D3 z (D)
+(,2l,2 , l,3 )Dl+1 + (,2l,1 , l,2 )Dl+2
+(,l,1 )Dl+3 ;
(14)

where z (D) is a polynomial with degree of at most l , 3.
Since l,1 6= 0, we have

ky(D)k2  3 + kz (D)k2 + 3:

(15)

We also know that y(D) has a rst order zero at D = 1
and a third order zero at D = ,1.
Proposition III.1: The error polynomial (D) = 1 ,
D + D2 is the unique error polynomial for which k(1 ,
D)(1 + D)3 (D)k2 = 6.
Proof: Because of (15), ky(D)k2 = 6 only if z (D) = 0.
Therefore y(D) = 1 + D , D2 + (,2l,2 , l,3 )Dl+1 +
(,2l,1 , l,2 )Dl+2 +(,l,1 )Dl+3 ). For y(1) = 0, we need
y(D) = 1 + D , D2 + Dl+1 , Dl+2 , Dl+3 . For y(,1) = 0,
we need y(D) = 1 + D , D2 + D2k , D2k+1 , D2k+2 . For
y0 (,1) = 0, we need y(D) = 1 + D , D2 + D4 , D5 , D6 .
Note that y(D) = 1+ D , D2 + D4 , D5 , D6 = (1 , D)(1+
D)3 (1,D+D2), and therefore (D) = 1,D+D2 is the only
error polynomial for which k(1 , D)(1 + D)3 (D)k2 = 6.
Proposition III.2: The error polynomials
(D) = 1 ,
P
D + D2 + D5 , D6 + D7 and (D) = li,=01 (,1)i Di for l  4
are the only input error polynomials for which k(1 , D)(1+
D)3 (D)k2 = 8.
Proof: Because y(1) = 0 and y(,1) = 0, it follows
from (14) that every polynomial y(D) for which ky(D)k2 =

8 may have at most one coecient with absolute value

7

equal to 2. Therefore the corresponding error polynomial
(D) either starts by 1,D +D2 or ends by (Dl,3 ,Dl,2 +
Dl,1 ) or both. This, together with the previous result,
implies that any code that removes (D) = (1 , D + D2 )
from the set of all possible input error sequences provides
a coding gain of 10 log10 (10=6)dB.
A way to characterize all input error sequences for which
k(1 , D)(1 + D)3 (D)k2 = 8, is the following. From (15),
ky(D)k2 = 8 only if kz (D)k2 = 2 i.e. z (D) = Dm + Dn ,
; 2 f1; ,1g. Since the sequence fyi g of the coecients
of polynomial y(D) has a third order null at the Nyquist
frequency, from the moment equations, we have
l+3
X
i=0

(,1)i ik yi = 0;

k = 0; 1; 2:

(16)

We consider two cases:
Case 1. For el,1 = ,1, we have
y(D) = 1 + D , D2 , Dm , Dn , Dl+1 + Dl+2 + Dl+3 :
since for y(1) = 0, we need = = ,1.
(a) For l even, we need m even and n odd in order to
satisfy equation (16) for k = 0. Because of that, equation
(16) for k = 1 and k = 2 gives the system of equations
l,3,n+m = 0
(17)
2
2
2
l ,9+n ,m = 0
(18)
whose only solution under the assumptions
above is n = 3
P
and m = l. Therefore (D) = li,=01 (,1)i Di , for even l,
l  4.
(b) For l odd, we need m odd and n odd order to satisfy
equation (16) for k = 0. Because of that, equation (16) for
k = 1 gives l + 3 + m + n = 0, which has no solution over
positive integers.
Case 2. For el,1 = 1, we have
y(D) = 1 + D , D2 + Dm , Dn + Dl+1 , Dl+2 , Dl+3 :
since for y(1) = 0, we need = , = 1.
(a) For l even, we need m even and n odd in order to
satisfy equation (16) for k = 0. Because of that, equation
(16) for k = 1 and k = 2 gives the system of equations
,l , 3 + n + m = 0
(19)
,l2 , 1 + n2 + m2 = 0
(20)
whose only solution under the assumptions above is m = 4,
n = 7, l = 8. Therefore (D) = 1 , D + D2 + D5 , D6 + D7 .
(b) For l odd, we need m even and n even in order to
satisfy equation (16) for k = 0. Because of that, equation
(16) for k = 1 and k = 2 gives the system of equations
l,3,n+m = 0
(21)
2
2
2
l ,9+n ,m = 0
(22)
whose only solution under the assumptions
above is n = 3
P
and m = l. Therefore (D) = li,=01 (,1)i Di , for odd l,
l  5.
We conclude that the error polynomials for which k(1 ,
D)(1+D)3 (P
D)k2 = 8, are (D) = 1,D+D2+D5 ,D6 +D7
and (D) = li,=01 (,1)i Di for l  4.

8
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f0; 1g. An edge e has initial state (e) = (e0 ; : : : ; eN ),
A.2 The E3 PR4 Channel
4
2
Since k(1 , D)(1 + D)  1k = 28, we are interested in terminal state  (e) = (e1 ; : : : ; eN +1 ), and edge label

NX
+1   
nding all error polynomials (D) for which
N , N

=
i
k , 1 ei,k :
12  k(1 , D)(1 + D)4 (D)k2 < 28:
(23)
k=0 k
The following proposition gives a partial characterization
of the closed input error events  with d2 () < 28.
Proposition III.3: The closed input error sequences
with the polynomial 1 + 1 D +    + l,1 Dl,1 satisfying
inequalities (23) have length l  3 and contain either the
string 1 ,1 1 or ,1 1 ,1.
Proof: The proof relies upon the following observations.
Observation 1. It follows from
(a) k(1 , D)(1 + D)4 (1 , D)k2 = 28 and
(b) k(1 , D)(1 + D)4(1 + D + e2 D2 +    + el,1 Dl,1 )k2 =
k1 + 4D + (5 + 2 ) +   k2 > 33
that an error sequence satisfying (23) must have length
l  3 and not start with string 1 1 . Because of the
symmetry of (1 , D)(1 + D)4 , an error sequence satisfying
(23) must not end with 1 1 or ,1 ,1.
Observation 2. It follows from
(a) y(D) = (1 , D)(1 + D)4 (1 + D2 + e3 D3 +    +
el,1 Dl,1 ) = 1 + 3D + 3D2 +    + (,3l,1 , l,2 )Dl+3 +
(,l,P
1 )Dl+4 and
(b) i yi = 0
that k(1,D)(1+D)4(1+D2 +3D3 +  +l,1 Dl,1 )k2  28.
Therefore an error sequence satisfying (23) must not start
with 1 0 1 or end with either 1 0 1 or ,1 0 ,1.
Observation 3. It follows from

k(1 , D)(1 + D)4 (1 , D2 + 3 D3 +    + l,1 Dl,1 )k2 =
k1 + 3D + D2 + (3 , 5) +    k2 > 27
that an error sequence satisfying (23) must not start with
the string 1 0 ,1 or end with 1 0 ,1 or ,1 0 1 .
Observation 4. It follows from

y(D) = 1 + (1 + 3)D + (2 + 31 + 2)D2
+(3 + 32 + 21 , 2)D3 + D3 z (D)
+(2l,1 , 2l,2 , 3l,3 , l,4 )l+1
+(,2l,1 , 3l,2 , l,3 )Dl+2 +
(,3l,1 , l,2 )Dl+3 + (,l,1 )Dl+4
that for an error sequence of length l  4 starting with
1 0 0 or 1 ,1 0 and ending with 0 0 1 or
0 1 ,1 or 0 1 ,1, we have ky(D)k2  30.
It follows from these observations that an error sequence
satisfying (23) must contain either the string 1 ,1 1 or
,1 1 ,1.
B. Search Algorithm
A convenient tool in studying distance properties of ISI
channels is the error-state diagram [61]. For the family of
binary-input PR channels hN (D), N  1, the error-state
diagram, denoted EN , has 3N +1 states (e0 ; : : : ; eN ), ei 2

The \fundamental" closed error events of length l and
distance d correspond to paths e0 ; : : : ; el in EN that start
and end at state  = (0; : : : ; 0) , with no intermediate visit
to that state, and edge label sequence satisfying
l
X
i=0

2i = d2 :

Similarly, the open error events of length l and distance d
correspond to those paths in EN that start at state  =
(0; : : : ; 0) and end at one of the states  = (0 ; : : : ; N )
satisfying
 
2i = 0 ; 0  i  N2




0  i  N2,1
with no intermediate visits to state , and that accumulate distance d. The terminal states  lie along the zerocycles, paths that generate error sequences Kf0;1g producing the all-0's output from the channel lter. Recall from
Corollary II.2 that the paths generating the all-0's sequence
in EN are the period-1 cycles at states  = (0; : : : ; 0),
 = (1; : : : ; 1), and  = (,1; : : : ; ,1), as well as the
period-2 cycles at states  = (e0; ,e0 ; : : : ; (,1)N e0 ),
where e0 2 f1g or  = (1=2; ,1=2; : : : ; (,1)N =2) ,
(1=2; 1=2; : : :; 1=2). Note that all of the zero-cycles are mutually disjoint in EN .
The characterization of error events of speci ed distance
d is complicated by the existence of these zero-cycles. In
principle, an in nite-depth tree search on EN might be necessary for certain values of d. However, the properties of
the zero-cycles suggest a simple modi cation to EN , producing a graph EN , that will allow complete characterization of the error events for speci ed distance d in a search
of bounded depth on EN .
The graph EN e ectively removes the zero-cycles. This
modi ed error-state diagram is obtained in three steps:
Step1: Eliminate the self-loops (period-1 cycles) at states
 = (0; : : : ; 0),  = (1; : : : ; 1), and  = (,1; : : : ; ,1).
Step 2: Out-split states 1 = (e0 ; e1 ; : : : ; eN ) and 2 =
(e1 ; : : : ; eN ; e0 ) comprising a period-2 zero-cycle. Partition
the outgoing edges E1 from 1 as E1 = E10 [ E11 , where E10
contains the edge with label 0, and E11 = E1 , E10 . The
o spring states are denoted 10 and 11 . Then partition the
edges E2 from state 2 in an analogous fashion. The resulting local picture is shown in Fig. 3. Denote the new
graph by E0N .
Step 3: Remove from EN0 the edges constituting the
period-2 zero-cycle involving the o spring states 10 and
20 .
The resulting graph EN has exactly 3N +1 +6 states. It no
longer contains any zero-cycles, so there exists a positive integer lN that provides an upper bound on the length of any

2i+1 = 1 ;
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0
0
1
1

0

10

0
0

11

20

1

0
1

21

9

0

TABLE I
2

Closed error events for E PR4 channel,

0

d2
6
8

1

10

1

Fig. 3. Local picture of out-splitting of E .
N

run of 0's in the generated sequences. Consequently, any
path in EN , starting and ending at state  = (0; 0; : : : ; 0),
that generates a closed error event with distance d in GN
must have length no more than d2 (lN + 1). Similarly, any
path in EN , starting at state  = (0; 0; : : : ; 0) and ending
in a state 10 or 20 , that generates an open error event with
distance d in GN , must satisfy the same bound on length.
By keeping track of the state sequences in EN corresponding to channel output sequences, one can use a boundeddepth search based on EN to determine and characterize
all closed and open error events of speci ed distance d in
GN .
Two variants of this algorithm are described in [4]. Tables of closed and open error events through a range of
small distances for PR4, EPR4, E2 PR4, and E3PR4, along
with the corresponding tables for partial-response channels
with h(D) = (1 + D)N , for 1  N  3; may be found in [2]
and [4]. Here, we present only a subset of the closed and
open error events for the E2 PR4 and E3 PR4 channels.
Table I lists the input error sequences for closed events
on the E2 PR4 channel having squared-distance d2 () 
d2MFB = 10.
Table II lists the input error sequences for open events
on the E2 PR4 channel having squared-distance d2 () <
d2MFB = 10.
Table III lists the input error sequences for closed events
on the E3 PR4 channel having squared-distance d2 () <
d2MFB = 28.
Table IV lists the input error sequences for open events
on the E3 PR4 channel having squared-distance d2 () < 18.
In the error sequence tables, the symbol \+" is used to
designate \1", \," is used to designate \,1". A parenthesized string (s) denotes any nonnegative integer number
of repetitions of the string s, while [s] denotes the in nite
repetition of string s.
IV. Constrained Code Design

In this section, we demonstrate how distance properties
analysis and error-event characterization may be used to
determine constrained systems and construct codes that
improve distance properties of certain ISI channels (in
particular E2 PR4 and E3 PR4) up to their matched lter bounds. The analysis is useful in clarifying the known
distance-enhancing properties of certain runlength-limited
constraints and matched-spectral-null constraints. We

d2  10



+{+0000
+{+00+{+0000
+{+{(+{)0000
+{+{(+{)+0000
+{+0{+{0000
+{+00+{+00+{+0000
+{+00+00+{+0000
+00+{+0000
+{+00+{+{(+{)+0000
+{+00+{+{(+{)0000
+{+000+{+0000
+{+00+0000
+0000
+{+{(+{)+00+{+0000
+{+{(+{)00{+{0000
TABLE II
2

Open error events for the E PR4 channel,

d2
4
6
8

.

d2 < 10



+{+{[+{]1
+{+00+{+{[+{]1
+{+00+0+[0+]1
+0+[0+]1
+{+{(+{)+00+{+{[+{]1
+{+0{+{+[{+]1
+{+{(+{)00{0{[0{]1
+{+00+{+00+{+{[+{]1
+00+{+{[+{]1
+{+00+00+0+[0+]1
+{+0+0[+0]1
+{+{(+{)+00+0+[0+]1
+{+{(+{)00{+{+[{+]1
+{+000+{+{[+{]1
+{+00+00+{+{[+{]1
+{+00+{+00+0+[0+]1
+00+0+[0+]1

examine a variety of distance-enhancing constraints and
codes for the E2 PR4 and E3PR4 channels. For the purposes of comparison and completeness, we also include discussions of previously known codes, as well as related, independently proposed performance-improving codes that t
into the framework that is established in this paper.
We rst review some basic conventions used in describing
modulation codes. The description of a binary recording
code is a ected by the type of modulation used on the channel. There are two important modulation methods commonly used on magnetic recording channels: non-returnto-zero (NRZ) and non-return-to-zero-inverse (NRZI), as
we now brie y review.
Saturation recording of binary information on a magnetic
medium is accomplished by converting an input stream of
binary data into a spatial stream of bit cells along a track
where each cell is fully magnetized in one of two possible
directions. In NRZ modulation, the directions of cell magnetizations correspond directly to digits in the input data
stream. In previous sections we have represented the digits
using the bipolar alphabet f,1; 1g. In this section, for notational convenience, we will use the binary alphabet f0; 1g
to represent the magnetization directions, with \0"" and

10
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TABLE III
3

Closed error events for E PR4 channel,

d2

d2 < 28

.



12
16

+{+00000
+{+00+{+00000
+{+000+{+00000
+{+{+({+)00000
+{+{+{(+{)00000
+{+0{+{00000
+{+00+00+{+00000
+{+00+{+00+{+00000
+{+000+{+00+{+00000
+{+000+{+000+{+00000
+{+{00000
+{+0000+{+00000
+{+00+00+00+{+00000
+00+{+00000
+{+00+{+{+({+)00000
+{+00+{+{+{(+{)00000
+{+000+{+{+({+)00000
+{+000+{+{+{(+{)00000
+{+00+{+0{+{00000
+{+000+{+0{+{00000
+{+00+00+{+00+{+00000
+{+00+{+00+{+00+{+00000
+{+000+{+00+00+{+00000
+{+000+{+00+{+00+{+00000
+{+00+{+000+{+00+{+00000
+{+000+{+000+{+00+{+00000
+{+000+{+00+{+000+{+00000
+{+00+00+00+00+{+00000
+{+000+{+000+{+000+{+00000
+{0+{+00000
+{+0{+{+{(+{)00000
+{+0{+{+{+({+)00000
+{+00+{+{00000
+{+0{+0{+{00000
+{+000+{+{00000
+00+00+{+00000
+{+0000{+{00000
+{+000+00+{+00000
+{+0000+{+00+{+00000
+{+0000+{+000+{+00000
+{+00+00+00+{+00+{+00000
+{+000+{+00+00+00+{+00000
+{+00+00+00+00+00+{+00000

20

22
24

26

TABLE IV
3

Open error events for the E PR4 channel, ,

d2

10
14
16
18



+{+{+{+[{+]1
+{+000+{+{+{+[+{]1
+{+00+{+{+[{+]1
+{+00+0+0[+0]1
+{+0{+{+{[+{]1
+{+00+00+0+0[+0]1
+{+000+{+000+{+{+[{+]1
+{+00+{+000+{+{+[{+]1
+{+00+00+{+{+[{+]1
+{+00+{+00+0+0[+0]1
+{+000+{+00+{+{+[{+]1
+{+00+{+00+{+{+[{+]1
+{+000+{+00+0+0[+0]1
+{+00+00+00+0+0[+0]1

d2  18

.

\1" corresponding to \-1" and \+1", respectively. Also, as
in the tables of the previous section, we will at times designate the bipolar error symbol \1" by \+" and the bipolar
error symbol \,1" by \,", for notational convenience.
In NRZI modulation, a binary digit 1 denotes the presence of a transition from one direction of magnetization to
another, while a binary digit 0 denotes the absence of such a
transition. This modulation is implemented by translating
(or \precoding") a binary data sequence a = a0 ; a1 ; : : :
into an intermediate binary sequence x = x0 ; x1 ; : : :
which is then mapped to the magnetization pattern according to the NRZ convention. The sequence x is determined
by the rule
xi = xi  ai ;
where  represents addition modulo 2, with a speci ed
initial condition for x,1 :
The constrained systems that we consider will often have
a convenient de nition in terms of a nite list of forbidden
strings, F , over the binary alphabet. The corresponding
constraint will be denoted XFf0;1g : We will also consider
\time-varying" constraints de ned by a list F e of strings
forbidden to begin at even time indices and a list F o of
strings forbidden to begin at odd time indices.
These \forbidden-list" constraints will often have an interpretation in terms of restrictions on runlengths , such as:
(a) the minimum or maximum runlength of 0's, denoted d0
and k0 , respectively, between two consecutive 1's; (b) the
minimum or maximum runlength of 1's, denoted d1 and k1 ,
respectively, between two consecutive 0's; or (c) the related
runlength constraints imposed on strings beginning at even
or odd time indices, deb ; kbe and dob ; kbo, b 2 f0; 1g.
For certain constraints, there will be a preferred description in terms of either NRZ or NRZI modulation. When
clari cation is needed, we will indicate the intended modulation by a subscript on the forbidden list. We illustrate
this with an example.
Example IV.1: One family of constrained systems of
nite type commonly used for coding in magnetic recording systems are (d; k) constrained systems with NRZI modulation. These systems obey run-length-limited (RLL)
constraints, where the runlength of 0's between consecutive 1's is constrained to be at least d and at most
k. The constrained system de ned by the forbidden list
F = f11gNRZI is equivalent to the (d; k) = (1; 1) constraint. In other words, changes in the direction of magnetization must be separated by at least two bit cells. The constrained system that imposes the same constraint on magnetization patterns when NRZ modulation is used directly
is determined by the forbidden list F = f101; 010gNRZ .
In this section, we will be interested in constraints C
whose error sequences E (C ) do not contain any substrings
in a nite list L of forbidden input error strings. That is,
denoting by XLf;0g the system of error sequences over the
alphabet f1; 0g determined by the forbidden list L, we
consider input constraints C such that E (C )  XLf;0g.
More speci cally, L will be chosen so that XLf;0g contains no input error sequences corresponding to closed error
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events  with d() < dMFB .
We will also discuss issues pertaining to the construction
of ecient codes C  such that E (C ; C  ) further avoids input
error sequences corresponding to open error events  with
d2 () < d2MFB . This will ensure that the Viterbi detector
based upon GN can provide near maximum-likelihood performance with nite path memory. Finally, for a selection
of codes, we compare their simulated performance on the
E2 PR4 and E3 PR4 channels.
A. Finite{Type Distance{Enhancing Constraints
Given the condition E (C )  XLf;0g, we will identify nite
collections F of blocks over the alphabet f0; 1g so that

C  XFf0;1g =) E (C )  XLf;0g:



wC

2 f0; 1glj

wCi = (wEi + 1)=2 for all i for which wEi 6= 0 :

Then the collection F obtained as

F=

[

wE 2L

the only open input error events not containing the strings
+,+ or ,+, are those terminating in [+0]1. Therefore,
if
E (C )  XLf;0g ;
where L = f[+ , +]; [+0+]g, the constraint will also
eliminate all open events with d2 () < 10 on E2 PR4.
The constrained system with d0 = 1 and NRZI modulation is the well-known (d; k) = (1; 1) constraint and
is represented by the graph shown in Fig. 4(a). The cor0;1g
responding NRZ constraint is an Xff101
;010g system whose
Shannon cover is shown in Fig. 4(b).
0

(24)

In the case of data sequences a and b represented over
the binary alphabet, the corresponding error sequence is
de ned by  = a , b: It follows that, whenever i 6= 0, i =
2ai , 1: Therefore, the collection F of blocks forbidden in
code sequences can be constructed based on the collection
L of blocks forbidden in error sequences. Speci cally, for
each block wE 2 L of length l, we construct a list FwE of
blocks of the same length l according to the rule:

FwE =

11

FwE

satis es condition (24). Furthermore, if F contains blocks
wC and wC ; where wC i = wCi for all i, then one of these
blocks can be removed from F . The constraint then becomes less restrictive and allows construction of higher rate
codes, although certain issues pertaining to code phase invariance may then need to be addressed.
Remark: The problem of determining the maximum capacity achievable by a constrained system C satisfying

E (C )  XLf;0g
has not been completely solved. A general approach, as
well as de nitive results for certain classes of forbidden lists
L, are presented in [38].
A.1 L = f[+ , +]g: A d0 = 1 NRZI code
The results in Section III on distance properties of the
E2 PR4 and E3 PR4 channels imply that constraints C for
which
E (C )  XLf;0g;
where L = f[+ , +]g, provide the gain in distance of
khN (D)k=dmin determined by the MFB. Moreover, for the
E2 PR4 channel, the constraint eliminates all closed error
events with d2 () = 10, except for the events  = [+].
Examination of Table II in the previous section shows that

1

1
0

0

1
0

00

0

01

10
1

11

0

1
b)
a)
Fig. 4. Two equivalent constraints: a) F = f11g NRZI and b)
F = f101; 010g NRZ.
We rst show that this constraint eliminates all closed
input error sequences with distance below the MFB on both
E2 PR4 and E3 PR4.
0;1g
Lemma IV.2: Any constraint C  Xff101
;010g satis es
f
;
0
g
E (C )  Xf+,+;,+,g, and therefore eliminates all closed
input error sequences  with d2 () < 10 on E2 PR4 and
d2 () < 28 on E3 PR4.
Proof: From the de nition of error sequences we
see that s s+1 s+2 = + , + implies as as+1 as+2 = 101
and bs bs+1 bs+2 = 010, and s s+1 s+2 = , + , implies
as as+1 as+2 = 010 and bs bs+1 bs+2 = 101. Therefore any
0;1g
constraint C such that C  Xff101
;010g guarantees that
f,
;
0
;
+
g
E (C )  Xf+,+;,+,g.
The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary IV.3: Any code satisfying the constraint
of the previous lemma provides a gain in distance of
10 log10 (10=6)dB on the E2 PR4 and 10 log10 (28=12)dB on
the E3 PR4 channel. Moreover, in both cases, the maximum span of an input error sequence corresponding to a
minimum distance event is 1 bit.
The constraint also eliminates all open error events 
with d2 () < 10, on the E2 PR4 channel, as we now show.
Lemma IV.4: Any code C which is a subset of the con0;1g
strained system Xff101
;010g satis es the following: E (C ) 
f
;
0
g
Xf+,+;,+,;+0+;,0,g.
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Proof: From the de nition of error sequences we see
that s s+1 s+2 = +0+ implies as as+1 as+2 = 1a1 and
bs bs+1 bs+2 = 0a0. Similarly, s s+1 s+2 = ,0, implies
as as+1 as+2 = 0a0 and bs bs+1 bs+2 = 1a1. In either case,
regardless of the choice of a, one of each pair of strings will
be of the form 101 or 010. The claim follows.
Corollary IV.5: Any code C which is a subset of the
0;1g
constrained system Xff101
;010g eliminates all open and
2
closed error events with d < 10 on the E2PR4 channel.
Hence, d2< = 10:
Proof: Examination of Table II in the previous section
shows that the only open input error events not containing the strings + , + or , + , are those terminating in
0;1g
[+0]1. The preceding lemma shows that the Xff101
;010g
constraint eliminates the input error strings +0+ and ,0,,
and therefore the remaining open events.
The constrained systems de ned by forbidden lists F =
f11gNRZI and F = f101; 010gNRZ allow construction of
codes with nite state encoders and sliding block decoders
with rates of up to about 0:6942. It was rst observed by
Behrens and Armstrong [6] that the industry standard rate
2=3, (1; 7) NRZI code provided a coding gain for the E2 PR4
channel. The interpretation of the behavior of this code in
terms of channel error event characterization, given above,
was presented in Karabed and Siegel in [26] and Soljanin
in [51].
0;1g ) was shown in [6] to require 10
The graph G3 (Xff101
;010g
states, of which 4 had only a single incoming edge. It can
also be shown that the truncation depth for d2 = 10 of
this constraint is no more than 10, indicating that a path
memory of length 10 can be used to achieve the expected
coding gains.
0;1g
The C = Xff101
;010g input-constrained channel still generates quasicatastrophic output sequences, speci cally, the
all 0's sequence, although this sequence does not play a role
in any of the error events with d2 < 10: However, through
the introduction of the k = 7 runlength limitation, the
rate 2=3 (1; 7) code, C  , eliminates all remaining open error events of any distance by imposing the condition

C  \ IQ = :
A.2 L = f[+ , +]g: An F = f101g NRZ Code
The constrained system with F = f101g and NRZ mod-

ulation is represented by the graph shown in Fig. 5.
0;1g satis es the
Lemma IV.6: A constraint C  Xff101
g
;0g
following: E (C )  Xff
.
+,+;,+,;+0+0;,0,0g It therefore
eliminates all closed error events  with d2 () < d2MFB on
the E2 PR4 and E3 PR4 channels. On the E2 PR4 channel, it also removes all but one of the closed events with
d2 () = 10, as well as all open error events with d2 () < 10.
Proof: From the discussion above, we see that
s s+1 s+2 = + , + and s s+1 s+2 = , + , implies that
one of the sequences a or b must contain the string 101.
0;1g or C  X f0;1g
Therefore a code C such that C  Xff101
g
f010g
;0;1+g .
guarantees that E (C )  Xff,
+,+;,+,g

0
1

00

0

0

01
1

11

10
0

1
Fig. 5. Graph representation of F = f101g NRZ constrained system.

Although it is no longer true that the error strings
+0+ and ,0, are eliminated, one can easily see that
the strings +0 + 0+ and ,0 , 0, are avoided. In the
former case, s s+1 s+2 s+3 s+4 = 10101 implies that
as as+1 as+2 as+3 as+4 = 1c1 1c21 and bs bs+1 bs+2 bs+3 bs+4 =
0c1 0c20. If either c1 = 0 or c2 = 0, then a contains 101. If
not, then c1 = c2 = 1, in which case b contains the forbidden string. This means that the open events terminating
in [+0]1 are forbidden.
We conclude that this constraint has the same distanceenhancing properties as the d0 = 1 NRZI constraint.
0;1g constraint provides a codCorollary IV.7: The Xff101
g
ing gain of 10 log10 (10=6)dB on the E2PR4 channel and
10 log10 (28=12)dB on the E3 PR4 channel. Moreover,
d2< (G3 (C )) = 10 and the maximum span of an input error sequence corresponding to a minimum distance event
is 1 bit.
0;1g ) was shown in [26] to
Remark: The graph G3 (Xff101
g
require 12 states, of which 3 had only a single incoming
edge. It can also be shown that the truncation depth for
d2 = 10 of this constraint is exactly 10, indicating that
a path memory of length 10 can be used to achieve the
expected coding gains.
0;1g has capacity approxiThe constrained system Xff101
g
0;1g code was described by
mately 0.8113. A rate 4=5 Xff101
g
0;1g
Karabed and Siegel in [26]. As with the Xff101
;010g conf
0
;
1
g
straint, the Xf101g input-constrained PR channels generate
only the all-zeros quasicatastrophic output sequence. The
rate 4/5 code C  constructed in [26] imposes additional
runlength constraints k1 and k0 , thereby preventing the
generation of any open error events with squared-distance
smaller than 10. The rate 4/5 code construction was based
upon application of the ACH state-splitting algorithm to
a non-deterministic presentation of the constraint, which
facilitated the incorporation of the runlength constraints.
The nite-state encoder has 7 encoder states. If the additional runlength constraints are not required, a rate 4/5
code with only 4-states may be constructed from the Shannon cover.
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A.3 L = f[+ , +,]; [+ , +00]; [+0 + 0 + 0]g: An
F = f0101; 11101g NRZ Code
As mentioned in [26], one can nd FT constraints with
larger capacity than those discussed in the preceding sections that achieve the MFB. For example, the constraint
with F = f0101; 11101g, with capacity approximately
0.8590 eliminates all open and closed error events with
d2 () < 10 on the E2 PR4 channel, as shown in the following lemma, taken from [26]. This constraint therefore
permits construction of codes with rates 5/6 or 6/7, for
example.
Lemma IV.8: Let F = f0101; 11101g, A constraint
C  XFf0;1g satis es E (C )  XLf;0g where L = f[+ ,
+,]; [+ , +00]; [+0 + 0 + 0]g, It therefore eliminates all
closed error events with d2 () < d2MFB on the E2 PR4 and
E3 PR4 channels. On the E2 PR4 channel, it also removes
all but one of the closed events with d2 () = 10, as well as
all open error events with d2 () < 10.
Proof: Suppose  = a,b. If i i+1 i+2 i+3 = +,+,,
then ai ai+1 ai+2 ai+3 = 1010 and bi bi+1 bi+2 bi+3 = 0101.
Clearly, this situation cannot arise if the input string 0101
is forbidden. A similar argument applies to the case , +
,+. If i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 = 00 + ,+, then we must have
ai ai+1 ai+2 ai+3 ai+4 = a1 a0 101 and bi bi+1 bi+2 bi+3 bi+4 =
a1 a0 10. There are several cases to consider. If a0 = 0,
then a would contain the forbidden string 0101. If a0 = 1
and a1 = 0, then b would contain 0101. If a0 = 1 and
a1 = 1, then a would contain 11101. The string 00 , +, is
handled similarly. Finally, if i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6 =
+0 + 0 + 0+, we must have ai ai+1 ai+2 ai+3 ai+4 ai+5 ai+6 =
1b0 1b11b21 and bi bi+1 bi+2 bi+3 bi+4 bi+5 bi+6 = 0b0 0b10b2 0.
The cases b0 = 0; b1 = b2 = 1 and b0 = b1 = 1 force the
string 0101 to occur in b. The case b0 = b1 = 0 forces
0101 to occur in a. Finally, the cases b0 = 1; b1 = 0 and
b0 = 0; b1 = 1; b2 = 0 force the appearance of 11101 in a.
The lemma follows.
Remark: The graph G3 (XFf0;1g) was shown in [26] to require
15 states, of which 3 had only a single incoming edge. It can
also be shown that the truncation depth for d2 = 10 of this
constraint is exactly 10, indicating that a path memory of
length 10 can be used to achieve the expected coding gains.
A.4 L = f[0 + , + 0]g: A k1 = 2 NRZI Code
Recall from the analysis of distance properties of the
E2 PR4 channel that, for closed events (D),
jj(D)(1 , D)(1 + D)3 kj2 = 6 i (D) = 1 , D + D2
(25)
and
jj(D)(1 , D)(1 + D)3 kj2 = 8
(26)
i
(D) = 1 , D + D2 + D5 , D6 + D7
(27)
or

(D) =

l,1
X
i=0

(,1)i Di for

l  4:

13

Therefore, another way to eliminate these closed error sequences is to limit the runs of transitions to 5, to eliminate the events satisfying (28), and insure that E (C ) 
Xff0+;0,g+0;0,+,0g ; to eliminate the events satisfying (25) or
(27).
Fig. 6 explains why the NRZI constraint with forbidden
list F = f111gNRZI , that is, the k1 = 2 constraint with
NRZI modulation, achieves the MFB. The gure shows all
pairs of NRZ binary sequences generating the error strings
in L. It is easy to verify that the NRZ constraint corresponding to the k1 = 2 NRZI constraint, that is, with
forbidden list F = f0101; 1010gNRZ , forbids at least one
sequence in each pair.
a:
b:

0 1 0 1 0

a:
b:

0 1 0 1 1

0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 1

1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1

1 0 1 0 1

Fig. 6. Possible pairs of sequences for which error sub-sequence
(D) = D (1 , D + D2 ) + 0  D +3 may occur.
s

s

The constrained system with k1 = 2 and NRZI modulation is represented by the graph shown in Fig. 7. The
constraint allows construction of codes with nite state encoders and sliding block decoders with rate of up to about
0:8791. A rate 4=5 block code is shown in Table V.
0

0

1
0

1

1

2

0
Fig. 7. Graph representation of k1 = 2 NRZI constrained system.
TABLE V
4=5 k1 = 2 block code

Encoder table for rate

input

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

output

00001
00101
01001
01101
10001
10101
00010
00100
00110
01000
01010
01100
10000
10010
10100
10110

0;1g
The graph G3 (Xff1010
;0101g ) requires 14 states, of which 2
(28) have only a single incoming edge. This constraint does not
eliminate all open error events with d2 () < 10; namely,
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the d2 = 6 open event corresponding to the input error sequence  = [+0]1 and the d2 = 8 open event corresponding
to  = 100[+0]1. Thus, unlike the two previous examples,
this constrained channel graph does not have nite truncation depth. However, the rate 4/5 block code imposes
additional \incidental" constraints that prevent the occurrence of these events, ensuring that the generalized truncation depth [25] is nite. The required path memory will
nevertheless be greater than in either of the previous two
constraints. In particular, the following pair of sequences,
one of which is a valid code sequence, accumulate only
d2 = 8 over 16 symbols, showing that the truncation depth
is at least 15 symbols.
NRZI x
NRZI y
NRZ a
NRZ b


d2

0
0
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
0
+
1

1
0
0
0
0
4

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
+
1

0
1
1
1
0
1

0
1
1
0
+
1

1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
+
0

0
1
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
0
+
0

1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
+
0

0
1
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
0
+
0

1
0
0
0
0
0

contains 1110100; Note that these cases cover all closed
input error sequences, as well as those open input error
sequences not containing [+0]1. A similar case-by-case
analysis shows that forbidding the string 1110111 as well
will prevent the occurrence of +0 + 0 + 0+ and therefore
eliminate the remaining open events.
The lemma also shows that the forbidden list F =
f0101; 111010gNRZ suces to eliminate all events with
d2 () < 10 except for the same open events that were allowed by the MTR constraint. The capacity of the constraint is approximately 0.8960, thereby permitting the design of a code with rate 8/9. This is signi cant because,
in practice, a code rate of 8/9 or higher is often desirable
PRML systems. The Shannon cover for this constraint is
shown in Fig. 8.
0
a

2

0

3

0

5
The codewords in Table V are precisely the binary complement of the Group Code Recording (GCR) code, which
0
7
0
0
was a tape-industry standard [22, p. 120]. (Recall that
1
Soljanin had observed that the binary complement of the
1
4
6
rate 8/9, (d; k) = (0; 3) code improved the o -track perfor1
1
mance of the EPR4 channel.)
Remark: This constraint was independently introduced
1
and rst published by Moon and Brickner [42], who called
it a maximum-transition-run (MTR) constraint. The rate
Fig. 8. Shannon cover for Xf0101 111010g constraint.
4/5 code in Table V was also found independently [41]. See
also the patent [10]. Subsequent design and performance
The memory of this constraint is 6, so the graph G3 (C )
analysis of codes satisfying the MTR constraint is discussed
is
no longer a subgraph of G3 . However, it easy to conin recent papers [27], [35], [11], [29].
rm that the graph requires only 16 states. Application
of Franaszek's algorithm for nding an approximate eigenA.5 Further codes from nite-type constraints
of G9 suitable for construction of a rate 8/9 code
The following lemma con rms that the constraint with vector
F = f0101; 111010; 1110111gNRZ eliminates all of the yields
v = [6 5 6 6 3 5 3]:
d2 () < 10 events, both open and closed, on the E2 PR4
channel. The constraint has capacity approximately Through suitable state-splitting and state-merging opera0.8791, like the MTR constraint, permitting the construc- tions, one can construct a practical sliding-block code. The
tion of a code with rate 7/8.
code design must also eliminate the sequence 11101110:::
Lemma IV.9: Let F = f0101; 111010; 1110111g. A in order to prevent the open events with d2 < 10 that were
constraint C  XFf0;1g satis es E (C )  XLf;0g where not avoided by the constraint.
L = f[+ , +,]; [00+ , +00]; [+0+0+0+]g. It there- Moision, et al. [40] identi ed2 NRZI constraints that elimfore eliminates all closed error events with d2 () < d2MFB inate all closed events with d () < 10 and support a code
on the E2PR4. On the E2 PR4 channel, it also removes all rate 8/9. The distance-enhancing properties of one such
but one of the closed events with d2 () = 10, as well as all constraint, corresponding to the forbidden error string list
L = f[0+ , +00]g, are con rmed in the following lemma.
open error events with d2 < 10.
Lemma IV.10: Consider the nite-type NRZI conProof: First consider error sequences containing the
straint
determined by F = f1111; 11100gNRZI : A constring [+ , +,]. It is immediate that these can not occur
if the constraint forbids the string 0101. Next, suppose the straint C  XFf0;1g satis es E (C )  XLf;0g where L =
sequence contains 00 + , + 00. The constrained sequences f[0 + , + 00]g. It therefore eliminates all closed error
must then contain strings ai ai+1 ai+2 ai+3 ai+4 ai+5 ai+6 = events with d2 () < d2MFB on the E2 PR4. It also removes
c0 c1 101c2c3 and bi bi+1 bi+2 bi+3 bi+4 bi+5 bi+6 = c0 c1 010c2c3 . all but one of the closed events with d2 () = 10, as well as
We now consider several cases. If c1 = 0, then a contains all open error events with d2 () < 10 except those allowed
0101. If c1 = 1 and c0 = 0, then b contains 0101. If c1 = 1 by the MTR constraint.
and c0 = 1, we must consider possible values of c2 and c3 .
Proof: The proof follows from examination of Fig. 9,
In particular, if c2 = 1, then b contains 0101. If c2 = 0 and which represents all possible pairs of binary sequences corc3 = 1, then a contains 0101. If c2 = 0 and c3 = 0, then responding to the error strings in the set L: Within each
1

1

;
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B.1 MSN codes revisited
As was the case for the NRZI d0 = 1 constraint, we
can use the error event characterization to understand
the distance-enhancing properties of MSN constraints [25].
The E2 PR4 channel with system polynomial h(D) = (1 ,
D)(1 + D)3 has a transfer function with rst-order spectral null at frequency f = 0 and a third-order null at
f = 1=2. Similarly, the E3 PR4 channel , with polynomial h(D) = (1 , D)(1 + D)4 , has a transfer function with
A
B
a:
0 1 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0
rst-order spectral null at frequency f = 0 and a fourthb:
0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0
order null at f = 1=2. The MSN coding theorem indicates
that the use of a code with K -th order null at f = 1=2,
A
A
a:
for K  0, on hN (D) will generate output sequences with
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
b:
0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 0 1
d2<>  2(K + N ). In particular, for E2 PR4, a second order
null at f = 1=2 will ensure that d2<>  10. This can be conA
A
a:
rmed by examination of the closed input error sequences
0 1 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 1 0
b:
0 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0
in Table I. Moreover, it can be seen that a rst-order null
at f = 1=2 may not suce to ensure d2<>  10. HowB
A
a:
ever, the combination of a rst-order null at f = 0 and a
0 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 1
b:
rst-order null at f = 1=2 will guarantee d2<>  10. These
0 0 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 1
observations are proved in the following lemma.
Lemma IV.11: If C is a constraint with second-order
Fig. 9. Possible pairs of sequences for which error event (D) = null at f = 1=2, or rst-order nulls at both f = 0 and
D (1 , D + D2 ) + 0  D +3 + 0  D +4 may occur.
f = 1=2; the system presented by G3 (C ) will have minimum
merged distance d2<>  10.
Proof:
The closed input error sequences  =
The Shannon cover for this constraint is shown in Fig. 10.

;
:
:
:
;

,

2
E
(C ) generated by a constraint with rst0
n
1
order null at f = 1=2 must satisfy the moment condition
1
n
1 2 1 3 0 4
X
0
0 0 1
(,1)k k = 0:
(29)
pair of sequences denoted by type A, one can nd a run of 4
transitions. Within each pair denoted by type B, one can
nd 4 symbols corresponding to 3 successive transitions,
followed by 2 symbols corresponding to no transition. Examination of the tables of error events con rms that the
constraint eliminates the speci ed closed and open error
events.

s

s

s

k=0

0

If the constraint has a second-order null at f = 1=2, these
Fig. 10. Shannon cover for NRZI constraint Xf1111 11100g constraint. error sequences satisfy the additional constraint:
;

n
X

(,1)k kk = 0:
(30)
The graph underlying the detector trellis requires 18
k=0
states. Application of Franaszek's algorithm for nding
an approximate eigenvector of G9 suitable for construction From Table I, it is easy to see that this pair of conditions
of a rate 8/9 code yields
is not satis ed by any of the closed error input sequences
for d2 () < 10. In fact, with the exception of the d2 = 8
v = [2 2 1 0 1 ]:
sequences having the form  = [+ , 00+ ,], the sequences
not satisfy the condition (29) for a rst-order null at
Remark: In [40], it is shown that this NRZI constraint, do
f
=
1=2.
along with others with higher capacity, improve the perThe
sequences of a constraint with rst-order null
formance of a Lorentzian channel equalized to an EPR4 at f = error
0
satisfy
target. The analysis of the system makes use of a characn
X
terization of input error sequences in terms of an \e ective
k = 0:
(31)
distance" deff at the channel output, a measure that ink
=0
cludes the e ect of the equalizer-induced noise coloration
at the detector input.
Since the exceptional sequences  = + , 00 + , do not satisfy (31), it follows that rst-order nulls at both frequencies
B. Strictly AFT Distance{Enhancing Constraints
suces to eliminate all closed input error sequences with
In this section we consider distance-enhancing con- d2 () < 10.
straints that are strictly almost- nite-type (AFT). We rst
e
o
make a few remarks about spectral-null constraints de ned B.2 L = f[+ , +]g: An F = f101g and F = f010g
NRZ Constraint
by moment conditions, and then consider a new class of
constraints described by time-varying lists of forbidden inIn this section and the next, we consider time-varying
put strings.
forbidden list constraints. (Time-varying constraints were
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also considered by Fredrickson [17].) These constraints
specify lists F e and F o of strings forbidden to begin at
even or odd time positions, respectively. For notational
convenience, we will denote a string a forbidden to begin
at an even or odd time position by ae or ao , respectively.
These constraints are represented by graphs with period 2.
P. Winkler [64] discovered a strictly AFT constraint C
;0g
for which E (C )  Xff
+,+;,+,g . The constraint re ects the
fact that if code sequences contain neither the string 101
starting at an even position nor the string 010 starting at
an odd position, then their normalized di erences cannot
contain strings + , + and , + ,. A graph representing
the system with forbidden list F = f101e; 010ogNRZ , that
is, with F e = f101gNRZ and F o = f010gNRZ , is shown in
Fig. 11.
0

1
01

0
1

0

00
00

0

1

1

11

1
1

01

0

11
Fig. 11. Graph representation of F = f101g and F = f010g NRZ
constrained system.

e

1

1

0
1

0

0
0

0

0
1
0

1

0

1
01

0

A graph representing the k1o = 3 and k1e = 2 NRZI constrained system is shown in Fig. 12. This graph repre2

0

10

well as all open error events with d2 () < 10 except those
allowed by the MTR constraint.
Proof: The lemma follows from the case-by-case analysis depicted in Fig. 9, previously used in the proof of
Lemma IV.10. We can distinguish two types { denoted
by A and B in the gure { of pairs of code sequences involved in forming an error event. In a pair of type A, at
least one of the sequences has a transition run of length 4.
In a pair of type B, both sequences have transition runs
of length 3, but for one of them the run starts at an even
position and for the other at an odd position. Therefore a
k1o = 3 and k1e = 2 NRZI code eliminates all possibilities.

o

1

2

1

3

0

Fig. 12. Graph representation of k1 = 3 and k1 = 2 NRZI constrained system.
o

e

sentation can be simpli ed by means of state merging as
described in Section VI. The simpli cation is accomplished
in three steps by merging two states in each step, as shown
in Fig. 13.
3:

0
Squares denote states where the next label generated will
0
occupy an even position, and circles do likewise for odd
1
0
0
positions. This constrained system allows construction of
2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
codes with nite state encoders and sliding block decoders
with rate bounded by its capacity, which is precisely equal
0
to that of the MTR constraint, approximately 0:8791. In
fact, as described in [38], there is a simple relationship (a) After merging states 2 and 3 .
between the two constrained systems.
1

2

B.3 L = f[0+ , +00]g: A k1o = 3 and k1e = 2 NRZI Code
1
0
1
In this section, we describe an NRZI constraint that im2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
poses di erent maximum transition runlength limitations
according to the parity of the position at which the run be0
gins. This constraint may be viewed as a variation on the
MTR constraint described earlier. This time-varying MTR (b) After merging states 1 and 2 :
(TMTR) constraint, has capacity approximately 0.916 and
1
permits construction of a rate 8/9 code. Moreover, as will
0
0
be shown, a simple block code is possible.
2 1 1 1 0 0 0
Lemma IV.12: Consider the nite-type NRZI constrained system C de ned by the conditions k1o = 3 and
0
g
k1e = 2: Then E (C )  Xff+,;0+00
;,+,00g . Therefore, the constraint eliminates all closed error events with d2 () < d2MFB (c) After merging states 0 and 1 :
on the E2 PR4 channel. On the E2PR4 channel, it also re- Fig. 13. Merging of states for k1 = 3 and k1 = 2 constrained system.
moves all but one of the closed events with d2 () = 10, as
o

e
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2

6
6
= 666
4

A

0
1
0
1

2
0
1
0

3

0
1
0
0

0
7
0 77
7;
1 75
0

where the rows and columns correspond to the states
0; 0&1; 1&2; 2&3, respectively, and the capacity satis es
C (A) > 0:916 : : : . The 8-th and 18-th powers of the adjacency matrix, shown below, indicate that the construction
of rate 7=8 and rate 16=18 block codes is straightforward.
2
6
6

100

0

78 0

0
78
0

139 > 27
0
78

0 39
61 0
0 22

A8 = 66
6
4

2

A18

6
6
= 666
4

57284

0

44726

3
7
7
7
7
7
5

3

0

0
79647 > 216
0 22363
44726
0
34921 0
0
44726
0 12558

7
7
7
7
7
5

To design a rate 8/9 block code we consider the trellis diagram (representation in time) of the graph shown
in Fig. 13(c). The trellis is time-varying and is shown in
Fig. 14, starting from an even state with at most one transition and ending in one of the two odd states after 9 steps.
Therefore, the situation at the end can be described by a
0&1

0

0

0
1

0&1

1

0

0

0
1

0&1

1
0
1&2

1

0

0

0&1

1

0
1&2

1

0
2&3

0

0

0
1

0&1

1

1

0
2&3

0

2&3

0

1

0

0
1

1&2

0

1&2

0
1

0
1&2

2&3

Fig. 14. Trellis diagram for k13 = 2 and k1 = 2 constrained system.
e

single state with 0, 1, or 2 transitions as shown in Fig. 15.
If these length 9 strings are to be freely concatenated, then
0&1
1&2

0

0

0
1

1

0&1

0

0

0
1

0&1

1

0

0

1

0&1

1
0

0
1&2

0

1&2

1

0

0
1

0&1

0
1

1

0
2&3

0

0
1

1&2

0
2&3

1&2

0
1

0
1&2

0
2&3

2&3

the diagram in Fig. 15. The number of paths through this
trellis is 267, out of which 28 = 256 can be chosen for a
rate 8/9 block codebook. The design of speci c encoding
and decoding functions for such a block code have been
presented by Bliss [8] and Young [70].
A 16-state, time-varying trellis may be used for detection of this rate 8/9 TMTR code on the E2 PR4 channel.
Further details pertaining to VLSI implementation of the
detector are discussed by Young in [70].
Remark: The k1o = 3 and k1e = 2 TMTR constraint
and a simple rate 8/9 block code were independently found
and rst published by Bliss [8]. Related results were also
found independently by R. Wood [69], H. Thapar [58], and
K. Knudson Fitzpatrick and C. Modlin [15]. In [15], a
rate 9/10 block code satisfying a time-varying MTR-type
constraint and with similar distance-enhancing properties
is also presented.
Remark: It has been shown that the k1o = 3 and k1e = 2
TMTR constraint also achieves the MFB on the E3 PR4
channel [40].
A k1o = 2 and k1e = 1 TMTR constraint has been shown
to achieve the MFB on the (PR2) channel, with h(D) =
(1+D)2 , as well as on the \extended PR2 (EPR2)" channel,
with h(D) = (1 + D)3 . The capacity of this constraint is
aproximately 0.7925, and a simple rate 3/4 block code has
been described in [40], [11].
C. Code Performance
We tested by computer simulation a rate 2/3 (1; 7) NRZI
code, the rate 4/5 Xf101g NRZ code described in [26], the
rate 4/5 k1 = 2 NRZI code, and the rate 8/9 k1o = 3
and k1e = 2 TMTR code. The error probability performance of the codes on the E2 PR4 channel is shown in
Fig. 16. The small di erences in performance for high SNR
0.1
Channel Bit Error Probability

The adjacency matrix of the graph is given by
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1
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d
kkeX

uncoded
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101 NRZ
1 = 2 NRZI
= 2 NRZI
1

10,3
10,4
10,5
10,6

6

7

8

9
10
11
12
SNR [dB]
Fig. 16. Performance of uncoded and coded E2 PR4 systems.

re ect the di erent error event multiplicities, or \error coef-

Fig. 15. Trellis diagram for a rate 8/9 k1 = 3 and k1 = 2 constrained cients," induced by the constraints and the speci c codes.
block code
In general, a code based on Xf101g NRZ constrained syso

e

in the starting state there can be 0, 1, or 2 transitions.
This leads to 1, 2, or 3 transitions in one of the states in
the second step. This implies that the only allowed branch
from that state must be labeled by a 0, which completes

tem should have lower error coecient since the sequences
satisfying the Xf101g NRZ constraint also satisfy k1 = 2
NRZI (MTR) constraint. (It should be noted, however,
that sequences generated by a particular code based on
the Xf101g NRZ constraint may not not belong to a partic-
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Channel Bit Error Probability

ular code based on k1 = 2 NRZI constraint. For example,
the code described in [26] permits symbol run-lengths of
13 whereas the k1 = 2 NRZI described above permits runlengths of up to 9. Thus, the speci c code construction can
potentially a ect the system error coecients.) The (1,7)
code has the smallest error coecient for the minimum distance events. It allows minimum distance error events only
at places where a string of 0s (longer than 2) changes into
a string of 1s (longer than 2) and vice versa.
In the higher error-rate region, the coding gain increases
because the codes remove some of the non-minimum distance error events, as well. For example, based on the
analysis of distance properties of the EPR4 channel in
[51], it is easy to see that error sequences of the form
(1 + D2 + D4 + ::: + D2k ), k  1, have squared-distance
12 on the E2PR4 channel. The d1 = 1 NRZI constrained
system does not permit any of these error events, and the
other systems permit only those for which k = 1.
The error probability performance of the codes on the
E3 PR4 channel is shown in Fig. 17. As in the case of the
E2 PR4 channel, an evaluation of the error event multiplicities may be used to interpret the observed performance of
the di erent constraints and codes.
0.1
0.01

ko
1

= 3,

d
kkeX

uncoded
0 = 1 NRZI
101 NRZ
1 = 2 NRZI
= 2 NRZI
1

10,3
10,4
10,5
10,6

6

7

8

9
10
11
12
SNR [dB]
Fig. 17. Performance of uncoded and coded E3 PR4 systems.
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VI. Appendix: Constrained Systems and Codes

In this section we review some necessary concepts, terminology, and results from the theory of symbolic dynamics
and constrained codes. For a more comprehensive treatment, see [31], [33], and [34].
A. Labeled graphs and constraints
A labeled graph G = (V; E; L) consists of a nite set of
states V = V (G), a nite set of directed edges E = E (G),
and an edge labeling L = L(G) that assigns to each edge
a symbol in a nite alphabet A. Each edge e has an initial state (e) and a terminal state  (e). When there is

no possible ambiguity, labeled graph may be called simply a graph. A path in G is a nite sequence of edges in
G in which the initial state of an edge having a predecessor corresponds to the terminal state of that predecessor.
A constrained system X , sometimes referred to as a constraint, is the set of all symbol strings generated by the
labeling of paths in G. This system is sometimes denoted
by X (G). The system X (G) is said to be presented by G.
A labeled graph G is irreducible if there is a path in G
from any speci ed starting state i to any speci ed destination state j ; otherwise it is reducible. A constrained system
X is irreducible if it can be presented by an irreducible
graph. In coding applications, the graphs of primary interest are irreducible.
A graph is deterministic if at each state the labels on
outgoing edges are distinct. Any constrained system X can
be presented by a deterministic graph. A graph has nite
local anticipation a if there exists a non-negative integer a
such that, for every state i, all of the paths of length a + 1
that start at i and generate the same sequence begin with
the same edge. The local anticipation a(G) is the smallest
such integer. A deterministic graph has local anticipation
a = 0. If no such a exists, we say that the graph has in nite
local anticipation. De nitions of nite local memory m and
local memory are similarly stated by considering paths that
end at a given state. Thus, a graph has local memory m if
m is the smallest nonnegative integer such that, for every
state i, all of the paths of length m + 1 that end at i and
generate the same sequence end with the same edge. A
graph has nite local memory if it has local memory m
for some nonnegative integer m, otherwise it has in nite
local memory. A constrained system X is almost nite
type (AFT) if it can be presented by a graph with nite
local anticipation and nite local memory.
A labeled graph presenting a constrained system X
has memory m and anticipation a if, given any sequence
x = x,m ;    ; x0 ;    ; xa in X , the set of paths e =
e,m ;    ; e0 ;    ; ea that generate x all agree in the edge e0 .
A graph with this property is also called (m; a) , definite.
De nite graphs are said to have nite memory and anticipation. A constrained system X is nite type (FT) if it can
be presented by a graph G with nite memory and anticipation. It can be shown that, if G has nite memory and
anticipation, then it has nite local memory and nite local anticipation. Therefore any constrained system which
is FT is also AFT. The reverse is not true. A FT system
X over alphabet A can always be characterized by a nite
list of forbidden strings F = fw1 ; : : : ; wN g of symbols in
A. This way de ned FT system will be denoted by XFA .
In Section IV we will consider several constraints that are
naturally described in this fashion.
A simple, but crucial, observation is that there may be
many di erent graphs presenting a given constraint X .
Two operations that play a role in the transformation of
one presentation to another are state-splitting and statemerging. An out-splitting of a state s in G is de ned as
follows. Partition the set of edges with initial state s, de-
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noted E (s) into N disjoint subsets

E (s) = Es1 [    [ EsN :
The graph H created by out-splitting according to this
partition
has state set V (H) = fu 2 V (G)ju 6=
S
sg fs1; : : : ; sN g, where the states si , i = 1; : : : ; N , are the
descendants of s. For a state u 2 V (H), u 6= s, edges are
inherited from the ancestor state in V (G), with any edge
e 2 E (G) satisfying  (e) = s replicated N times, yielding
edges ei with terminal states si , for i = 1; : : : ; N . The
outgoing edges E (s) are partitioned among the descendant
states, with an edge e 2 Esi being assigned to state si .
Replication of any edge descending from an edge e in E (G)
with  (e) = s obeys the same rule as before. A in-splitting
of a state in G is described by reversing the role of outgoing
and incoming edges in the de nition of an out-splitting of
a state.
In is often desirable in practice to present a constrained
system by a graph with the smallest possible number of
states. It is desirable as well to design an encoder graph
with the smallest possible number of states. Sometimes
a graph can be reduced by means of an operation called
out-merging. A condition for out-merging two states can
be described in terms of their follower sets. The follower
set of state s, denoted by F (s) is the set of all words of all
lengths generated by paths in G starting from s. The inclusion relation on follower sets imposes a partial-ordering
of states, namely, s  t if F (s)  F (t). When s  t, the
out-merger of s and t creates a new graph H from G by rst
eliminating all edges in E (t), redirecting into state s all remaining edges coming into state t, and then eliminating
state t.
If G is deterministic, then F (s)  F (t) implies F (s) =
F (t), and we say that states s and t are follower-set equivalent. In this situation, states s and t can be merged. A
deterministic graph G is said to be reduced if, for any pair
of states s and t, F (s) 6= F (t). Among the deterministic graphs presenting an irreducible constrained system X ,
there is a unique (up to labeled graph isomorphism) irreducible, deterministic, reduced presentation. This presentation has the smallest number of states of any deterministic presentation. We refer to this graph as the Shannon
cover. The Shannon cover of a constraint often is the graph
which underlying the maximum-likelihood detector trellis
structure for input-constrained channels.
When a FT system XFA over alphabet A is de ned by a
nite list of forbidden strings F = fw1 ; : : : ; wN g of symbols
in A, the Shannon cover may be constructed in a number
of ways. Let l(w) denote the length of a nite string w and
lmax be the length of the longest string in F , that is,

lmax = max
l(w):
w2F
Then the Shannon cover can be obtained from the higher
edge graph of order lmax of the unconstrained binary system by, rst, eliminating all edges whose labels contain one
of the forbidden strings and, then, merging states whose
follower sets are identical [33]. Another construction, with
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roots in automata theory, is described in [50]. There, a
nite-state automaton generating the complement of the
desired constraint is derived from the forbidden list. The
automaton is made deterministic, if necessary, using the
subset construction [31]. Finally, the roles of accepting
and non-accepting states are reversed. From the resulting automaton, the Shannon cover can then be derived.
A third approach uses a sequence of localized edge graph
constructions in the form of in-splittings, beginning with
the single-state graph of the unconstrained binary system.
This allows the selective deletion of edges corresponding to
forbidden strings. For some of the constraints considered
in later portions of this paper, the latter two procedures
lead very simply to the Shannon cover.
The qth power of G, denoted Gq , is the graph with the
same state set V (G) as G, and with an edge corresponding
to each path of length q, labeled by the length-q string
generated by the path. If X is the constrained system
presented by G, then the system presented by Gq , denoted
X q , is called the qth power of X . The qth higher edge
graph G[q] is the graph with state set corresponding to the
paths of length q , 1 in G, and edges corresponding to
paths of length q in G. For example, the path e1 e2 : : : eq
has initial state e1 e2 : : : eq,1 and terminal state e2 : : : eq .
The label on this edge is the string generated by the path
e1 e2 : : : eq . If X is the constrained system presented by G,
then the system presented by Gq , denoted X q , is called the
qth higher order system of X .
B. Finite-state constrained codes
A rate p=q nite state encoder is a synchronous nite
state machine that accepts an input block of p user bits
and generates a length q binary codeword depending on
the input block and the current internal state of the encoder. Given a graph in which each state has 2p outgoing
edges labeled by length q binary codewords, a rate p=q nite state encoder is easily de ned by assigning one of the
2p possible data symbols to a distinct outgoing edge from
each state. That encoder graph can then serve as a statedependent decoder, a synchronous nite state machine that
accepts as input codewords of length q and generates a
block of p user bits depending on the internal state, the
input codeword, and nitely many upcoming codewords.
It is desirable that the decoder be noncatastrophic, i.e.,
that any input symbol error give rise to a nite number of
output (decoded) symbol errors. In practice it is preferable to con ne the output errors to a certain bounded time
interval. A sliding-block decoder makes a decision on a
given received word on the basis of a local context of the
word in the received sequence: the word itself as well as
a xed number m0 of immediately preceding words and a
xed number a0 of immediately following words. Therefore
a single error at the input to a sliding-block decoder can
only a ect the decoding of words that fall in a window of
length m0 + a0 + 1.
The maximum rate of a code into a constrained system
X (G) is determined by its Shannon capacity. The Shannon capacity or simply capacity of a constrained system X ,
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denoted by C (X ), is de ned as
log2 (N (n; X ))i ;
C (X ) = nlim
!1
n

where N (n; X ) is the number of sequences of length n in
X . It measures the growth rate of the number of strings
of length n in the system. The capacity of a constrained
system presented by an graph G with nite local anticipation can be easily computed from the adjacency matrix
(or state transition matrix) A(G) of the underlying graph.
Speci cally,
C (X (G)) = log2 (A(G));
where (A) is the largest real eigenvalue of a matrix A.
As mentioned above, Shannon showed that the capacity
of constrained system XG represents an upper bound of
the achievable rate of any nite-state code into systems
XG [48]. Adler, Coppersmith, and Hassner proved that the
rate equal to the capacity is achievable when the capacity is
a rational number, and that for FT systems encoders have
sliding block decoders [1]. Karabed and Marcus extended
this result to the AFT constrained systems [24].
In [1] and [24], the construction of rate p : q nite-state
encoders is accomplished by a sequence of out-splittings,
guided by an approximate eigenvector v of the qth power
of the adjacency matrix of Gq , that is, a vector satisfying
the inequality

Aq v  2p v:
The existence of such a vector is ensured by the PerronFrobenius theory of nonnegative matrices. Note that if v is
an all-1's vector, then each state of graph Gq has at least 2p
outgoing edges. If an all-1's approximate eigenvector vector
can not be found for Aq , then Gq can be transformed by
an iterative procedure into a graph representing the same
constrained system XGq whose adjacency matrix has an all1's approximate eigenvector.
These results show that for an FT or AFT constrained
system, there exist nite-state codes of rates up to the constrained system capacity. A block code for length q is a list
of q-blocks in XG that can be concatenated without violating the constraints de ned by G. A block code for length
q is optimal if there is no other block code for that length
with more codewords in it. A method to construct optimal
block codes for nite memory constraints was described by
Freiman and Wyner in [19]. Several important implementation issues, such as quasicatastrophic error propagation
[25] and possibilities for simpli ed, suboptimal decoding
[55], favor block codes.
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